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Abstract: Boron reacts with most metals to form the large class of metal borides (MBs), ranging from the boron-richest YB_{66} soft X-ray monochromator up to the metal-richest Nd_{14}Fe_{2}B permanent magnet. This huge composition range, coupled with the complex chemical bonding patterns in these materials, make this class of materials an ideal playground for unexpected discoveries. In this seminar, I will present our approach to “designing” (a) novel magnetic MBs featuring low-dimensional magnetic subunits (Figure below, left) as well as (b) new electrocatalytic MBs (Figure below, right) featuring low-dimensional boron subunits. I will show that these highlighted subunits not only help build new MBs but they play prominent roles on the studied properties. Furthermore, a new reaction was developed that enables the synthesis of these materials at the nanoscale, a major step toward fulfilling their huge potential.
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